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Ames Research Center
• Occupants:
• ~1130 civil servants; ~2,100 contractors;1,650 tenants
• 855 summer students in 2016
• FY2016 Budget: ~$915M (including reimbursable/EUL)
• ~1,900 acres (400 acres security perimeter); 5M building ft2
• Airfield: ~9,000 and 8,000 ft runways
Major Research Facilities
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Research Areas
– Extrasolar Planets
– Infrared Astrophysics
– Planetary Sciences
– Extreme Environments Field Research
Technology/Instruments
– Exoplanet Imaging Technologies
– Near-Mid Infrared Imagers & Spectrometers
– UV/Visible Spectrometers
Missions 
– Operations: Kepler/K2, SOFIA, IRIS
– Development: TESS, Resource Prospector
– Completed: LADEE, LCROSS, Lunar Prospector
Centers of Excellence & Virtual Institutes
– Mars Climate Modeling Center
– Ames Astrochemistry Laboratory
– NASA Astrobiology Institute
– NASA Solar System Exploration Virtual Institute
Kepler/K2
SOFIA
LCROSS
LADEEResource Prospector
Research Areas
– Atmospheric Sciences
– Biospheric Sciences
– Carbon Cycle & Ecosystem Modeling
– Applied Sciences
Technology/Instruments
– Airborne Remote Sensing & In Situ Instruments
– Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
– Wildfire Monitoring from UAVs
Centers of Excellence
– NASA Earth Exchange (NEX)
– Earth Science Projects Office (ESPO)
– Airborne Sensor Facility (ASF)
– Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
Recent Airborne Science Campaigns
– ORACLES (2015-2020): Aerosols, biomass burning
– ATom (2015-2020): Atmospheric tomography
– ATTREX (2010-2015): Tropical tropopause
– HS3 (2010-2015): Hurricanes & severe storms
– IceBridge (2009-2017): Polar icecaps
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Come Join the Ames Family
Upcoming openings:
• Computer Scientists
• Engineers: Aerospace, Software, Electrical, Materials, Systems
• Physical Scientists: Astrobiology, Biosciences, Space, and Earth Sciences
• Business Operations (HR, Public Affairs, Procurement, IT)
Pathways and Education Programs: Internships, Fellowships, Intern 
Employment and Recent Graduate Program 
• Engineering
• Physical Scientist
• Human Resources
• Finance
• Business Administration
nasajobs.nasa.gov
www.usajobs.gov
nasapeople.nasa.gov
intern.nasa.gov
Questions?
NASA Aeronautics Research 
Dr. William (Bill) R. Van Dalsem
Deputy Director, Aeronautics Directorate
NASA Ames Research Center
www.nasa.gov   |
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Aviation is vital to our nation’s economy
www.nasa.gov   |
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• $82.5 billion positive trade balance
• $1.6 trillion total U.S. economic activity
• 10.6 million direct/indirect jobs
• $771 billion spent by air travelers in U.S. economy
• 18.1 million tons of freight transported by U.S. airlines
(Sources for statistics listed at https://www.nasa.gov/aero/infographics.html)
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NASA has made decades of contributions to aviation
NASA-developed technology is on board every U.S. commercial aircraft 
and control tower.
+ GLASS COCKPIT
+ DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE
+ AREA RULE
+ COMPOSITE 
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+ AIRBORNE WIND SHEAR DETECTION
+ RUNWAY GROOVES
+ TURBO AE
+ WIND TUNNELS
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• Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) – 1990s 
• Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) – 1990s 
• Surface Management System (SMS) – 2000s 
• Future Air Traffic Management Concepts Evaluation Tool (FACET) –
2000s 
Less Noise: Chevron Nozzles
www.nasa.gov   |
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• $82.5 billion positive trade balance
• $1.6 trillion total U.S. economic activity
• 10.6 million direct/indirect jobs
• $771 billion spent by air travelers in U.S. economy
• 18.1 million tons of freight transported by U.S. airlines
(Sources for statistics listed at https://www.nasa.gov/aero/infographics.html)
Global Growth in Aviation
Opportunities and Challenges
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4 BILLION
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Airbus 
/ 
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2036
7.8 BILLION
PASSENGER 
TRIPS
Irkut /
Russia
Comac /
China
Embraer 
/
Brazil
Global 
Competitors
41,030
New Aircraft Deliveries
$6.1 Trillion
Market Value
Asia-Pacific 
Market is Nearly
40%
of New Aircraft Deliveries
78%
of New Aircraft 
Deliveries are
Single Aisle Class
(including Regional Jets)
NASA Aeronautics Strategies for Research
We are meeting global aviation challenges by using six research thrust areas 
to organize our research.
www.nasa.gov   | 3
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Safe, Efficient Growth in Global Operations
• Achieve safe, scalable, routine, high-tempo airspace access for all users
Innovation in Commercial Supersonic Aircraft
• Achieve practical, affordable commercial supersonic air transport
Ultra-Efficient Subsonic Transports
• Realize revolutionary improvements in economics and environmental performance for 
subsonic transports with opportunities to transition to alternative propulsion and energy
Safe, Quiet and Affordable Vertical Lift Air Vehicles
• Realize extensive use of vertical lift vehicles for transportation and services including new 
missions and markets
In-Time System-Wide Safety Assurance
• Predict, detect and mitigate emerging safety risks throughout aviation systems and operations
Assured Autonomy for Aviation Transformation
• Safely implement autonomy in aviation applications
www.nasa.gov   | 3
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Convergent Innovation and Revolutionary Analysis Tools
ARMD Research Programs & Projects Align with ARMD Strategy
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Where does NASA aeronautics research happen?
Aeronautics research takes place at four of NASA’s centers.
www.nasa.gov   | 3
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Major Areas of 
Inter-Center Collaboration
Langley/Glenn: Propulsion-Airframe Integration
Ames/Langley: Flight Deck & Ground Based 
Automation Integration; Flight Mechanics; 
Aerodynamics
Armstrong/Other Research Centers: Flight 
Experiment Integration
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F R O M  S O N I C  B O O M  T O
S O N I C  “ T H U M P ”  O V E R  L A N D
www.nasa.gov   |
H Y B R I D  E L E C T R I C
Objectionable noise
reduced by more than
65%
Energy usage reduced
by more than
60%
Harmful emissions
reduced by more than
90%
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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U R B A N  A I R  M O B I L I T Y
FUTURE CITY
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